PATH TOWARDS BETTER QUALITY HCV ASSESSMENTS

HCV 1 SPECIES DIVERSITY

HCV 2 LANDSCAPE-LEVEL ECOSYSTEMS AND MOSAICS

HCV 3 ECOSYSTEMS AND HABITATS

HCV 4 ECOSYSTEM SERVICES

HCV 5 COMMUNITY NEEDS

HCV 6 CULTURAL VALUES
HCV ASSESSOR LICENSING SCHEME

- MANUAL REPORT TEMPLATE CHECKLISTS
- EVALUATION OF HCV ASSESSMENTS
- MONITOR PERFORMANCE OVER TIME
WHAT WE HAVE ACHIEVED

60+ LICENSED ASSESSORS 500K HECTARES

30+ ASSESSMENTS 100K HECTARES

HCV AREAS

CHALLENGES

IMPROVING PRACTICES

HCV 5&6

REMOVING LICENCES CBs & AUDITORS

LONG-TERM PROTECTION
OPPORTUNITIES

INFORMATION

BODY OF ASSESSORS

NEXT STEPS

BUILD CAPACITY

ASSESSORS COMPANIES CBs/AUDITORS

CLOSE GAPS

CLARITY CLOSE LOOPHOLES P&C REVIEW

PROTECT

MAPPING HCV AREAS